He's our wise old advisor from Pasadena.

Our wise old advisor from Pasadena
(Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip)
He gave us degrees from Saul to Eanna
(Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip)
We came to Caltech for PhDs
But we soon found out that it wasn't a breeze.

CHORUS:
And everybody sayin that there's nobody keener
than our wise old advisor from Pasadena
(If you work with stars then work with a star)
And if you ever get out you're gonna go real far.

He's our wise old advisor from Pasadena

If you wanna do holes or waves or data,
(Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip, yes it's Kip)
Well, Don't think you'll finish till much much later.
(Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip)
The problem he gave me I could not do
And I'm pretty damn sure that neither could you.

CHORUS:
And everybody sayin that there's nobody keener
than our wise old advisor from Pasadena
(If you work with stars then work with a star)
And if you ever get out you're gonna go real far.

He's our wise old advisor from Pasadena

INSTRUMENTAL SOLO

(Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip)
(Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip)
With hair so red on a mind so swift, and it's only the hair that made a grey shift.

CHORUS:
And everybody sayin that there's nobody keener
than our wise old advisor from Pasadena
(If you work with stars then work with a star)
And if you ever get out you're gonna go real far.

He's our wise old advisor from Pasadena
Our wise old advisor from Pasadena
(Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip)
His research group meets in an arena
(Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip, it is Kip)
And I am one of this science elite
And we now could fill every Rose Bowl seat

CHORUS:
And everybody sayin that there's nobody keener
than our wise old advisor from Pasadena
(If you work with stars then work with a star)
And if you ever get out you're gonna go real far.

He's our wise old advisor from Pasadena

FADE OUT